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Draghetto 2015

a magnificently funny first picture book by danny baker the popular comedy writer journalist radio dj and
screenwriter illustrated by rising star pippa curnick lucie goose lives all alone in a house at the edge of the woods
she has never met or spoken to another animal of any sort until a wolf bear and lion turn up on her doorstep and
go rraaaarrrrrr she should start screaming she should run away but lucie goose isn t very good at being scared
what will she do introducing a wonderfully charming and funny new picture book from two remarkable talents

Fuoco e fiamme! Gris� il draghetto 2008

the story of the adorable dragon with a heart of gold is now available in a chunky board book format perfect for
julia donaldson axel scheffler s youngest fans what do dragons learn at madam dragon s school how to fly how
to roar how to breathe fire zog is the most eager student in the class but he s also the most accident prone with
each test and each bump bruise or scrape his dream of earning a gold star seems further away than ever but a
mysterious girl keeps coming to his rescue and when zog faces his toughest test yet she may be just the person to
help zog win classroom glory the beloved creators of room on the broom the gruffalo and stick man are back with
this tale of an unexpected hero who s good as gold

Nocedicocco draghetto esploratore 2016

once upon a time there was a little pirate he was so very little that everyone called him little captain jack one
day the bad pirate badlock took little captain jack and locked him in a dark cellar our pirate was scared but he
was helped by a mouse and the mouse was helped by a seagull hab�a una vez un pirata tan chiquit�n tan chiquit�n
que todo el mundo lo llamaba el peque�o pirata seraf�n un d�a el malvado pirata malapata lo captur� y lo
encerr� en la bodega nuestro pirata ten�a miedo pero un rat�n lo ayud� y una gaviota ayud� al rat�n

Rosalino draghetto rosa. Ediz. illustrata 2020

it s winnie s birthday and she s celebrating in style with a garden party she uses all sorts of magic to invite the
guests and transform her garden into the perfect party venue there are presents to unwrap and games to play but
then things start to go wrong when winnie toots on the magictrumpet that cousin cuthbert has given her all her
guests disappear winnie s party is suddenly in danger of being a rather bothersome occasion but true to form winnie
soon has everything back under control and she ends the party with a stunning edible surprise for all her guests to
enjoy

Nocedicocco draghetto coraggioso 2015

half vampire half fairy totally unique isadora moon is special because she is different her mum is a fairy and her dad
is a vampire and she is a bit of both when isadora s cousin mirabelle comes to stay isadora is really excited
mirabelle who is a witch is older than isadora and always has the best ideas for things to do so when she suggests
that instead of taking pink rabbit isadora should take a dragon to bring your pet to school day isadora ignores
her worries and goes along with the plan but looking after a dragon turns out to be a little bit harder than the
pair of them expect with irresistible pink and black artwork throughout by author illustrator harriet muncaster
and a totally unique heroine with an out of this world family this is a beautiful charming and funny series of first
chapter books perfect for fans of claude dixie o day and squishy mcfluff isadora moon is the ideal choice for
readers who want their magic and sparkle with a bit of bite

Olly. Il viaggio di un draghetto straordinario. Ediz. illustrata 2022

my name is dory but everyone calls me rascal this is my family and i m the littlest meet dory an irresistible scamp
with a huge imagination dory s the youngest in her family which stinks because it means everyone s always too busy
to play with her or worse they call her too little to join in luckily dory has plenty of friends to keep her company
even if everyone else says they re just imaginary and dory has a lot to do outsmarting the monsters that live in her
house escaping from prison aka time out and exacting revenge on her sister s favourite doll fully illustrated
throughout and with perfect for bedtime length chapters this adorable little mischief maker is sure to capture
your heart

Lucie Goose 2017-10-05

a hilarious picture book featuring the big bad wolf from the popular gecko press book i am so strong hey little
bacon bits tell me who s the handsomest of all demanded the wolf

Zog 2017-01-31

mulan is a curious clever young girl with a love for adventure and learning but there is no greater love than the
one she has for her family she will do anything for them even if it means joining the army disguised as a man in her
father s place in battle mulan must find her bravery and her strength to become the legendary woman warrior she is
destined to be in this retelling of the ballad of mulan the chinese folktale comes to life through striking full color
illustrations readers will cheer for our hero in this classic story of courage persistence and standing up for what
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one believes in

Little Captain Jack 2023-11-06

fans of junie b jones and ivy and bean will love this new story about the spunky little rascal with big ideas the
star of dory fantasmagory is heading to school her older siblings luke and violet warn her to leave her imaginary
friend mary at home or better yet leave her whole imagination at home but on her very first day she meets a new
friend a girl whose imagination and style are just about as wild as her own now she just has to convince her
siblings that she s not making it all up filled with plenty of funny pictures this book bursts with charm and
impudence making this a must read for the chapter book set

Happy Birthday Winnie 2007

teach your dragon how to deal with the bully

Isadora Moon Gets in Trouble 2017-05-04

little monster gives his father a hard time as he tries to put off his bedtime finally his father lovingly but
persistently is able to get him off to bed

Dory Fantasmagory 2017-02-28

a dragon book about grief and loss a cute children story to help kids understand the loss of a loved one and how
to get through difficult time

I Am So Handsome 2012

reminiscent of scheherazade and one thousand and one nights gianni rodari s telephone tales is many stories within a
story every night a traveling father must finish a bedtime story in the time that a single coin will buy one night it s
a carousel that adults cannot comprehend but whose operator must be some sort of magician the next it s a land
filled with butter men who melt in the sunshine awarded the hans christian anderson award in 1970 gianni rodari is
widely considered to be italy s most important children s author of the 20th century newly re illustrated by
italian artist valerio vidali the forest telephone tales entertains while questioning and imagining other worlds

Mulan 2019-09-10

a little fox is in a big bad mood and is worried that its mother won t love it forever in this beautiful and lyrical
picture book we see a clever and resourceful mother prove to her child that a parents love is limitless no matter
what in this reassuring and warm picture book the hugely talented debi gliori manages to treat the familiar subject
of childhood worries in a very fresh original and inventive way this is an instant childhood classic for anyone over
the age of three independent on sunday the literary equivalent of a big hug the times with gentle rhyming text
humorous pictorial detail and themes which can be explored and re explored this is a brilliant gem of a book the
guardian brilliantly read by amelia fox please note that audio is not supported by all devices please consult your
user manual for confirmation

Dory Fantasmagory: The Real True Friend 2015-07-07

it s nearly cedric the dragon s bedtime there s just time for his mum to read him his favourite book unfortunately for
her cedric likes the story so much that he wants to hear it again and again and again a cross dragon is a fiery
dragon and cedric ends up burning a hole right through the book again is a typically funny and irresistible book from
star author and illustrator emily gravett twice winner of the cilip kate greenaway medal

Dragon and The Bully 2018-03-05

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text
in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A la Cama, Monstruito 1996

meet the flying doctors princess pearl sir gadabout and of course their trusty air ambulance zog the dragon in this
fabulously original sequel to the best selling zog there s much to do as they fly around tending to a sunburnt
mermaid a distressed unicorn and a sneezy lion but should princesses really be doctors pearl s uncle the king doesn t
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think so until he himself falls ill and only pearl knows how to cure him

The Sad Dragon 2019-05-13

one day colour monster wakes up feeling very confused his emotions are all over the place he feels angry happy
calm sad and scared all at once to help him a little girl shows him what each feeling means through colour a
gentle exploration of feelings for young and old alike

Telephone Tales 2020-09-08

bear s big bottom gets him into trouble with his friends but when his friends get into trouble with fox it is bear and
his big bottom to the rescue

No Matter What 2014-02-13

a special book and cd edition of the bestselling the gruffalo a mouse took a stroll through the deep dark wood a
fox saw the mouse and the mouse looked good walk further into the deep dark wood and discover what happens
when a quick witted mouse comes face to face with an owl a snake and a hungry gruffalo julia donaldson and axel
scheffler s the gruffalo is an undisputed modern classic and has become a best selling phenomenon across the world
with over 13 5 million copies sold this award winning rhyming story of a mouse and a monster has found its way
into the hearts and bedtimes of an entire generation of children and will undoubtedly continue to enchant children
for years and years to come no home should be without the gruffalo the gruffalo book and cd pack features the
classic story with a stunning redesigned cover and finish and a story cd read aloud by actress imelda staunton
making it a must have addition to the bookshelves of all donaldson and scheffler fans big and small other
available book and cd packs with redesigned covers are the gruffalo s child room on the broom the snail and the
whale the smartest giant in town monkey puzzle charlie cook s favourite book and a squash and a squeeze

Again! 2022-04-14

follow the colour monster on a brand new adventure as he navigates his way through his first day at school
anna llenas s popular colour monster is back and this time he s heading off to school but what exactly is school
a spooky castle filled with terrifying animals a place in the sky amongst the rainbows and clouds from music
lessons to lunchtime to making new friends the colour monster s first day of school is filled with exciting new
adventures

A Florentine Diary From 1450 to 1516 2021-09-09

jonas maria and lotta the rambunctious nyman children have a year of exciting adventures and prove themselves to
be unpredictable

Zog and the Flying Doctors 2019-01-02

young sasha poupon joins the circus as a clown in order to escape the sorrow of the loss of his parents

The Colour Monster 2018-06

little goose s autumn is a second stunning story from an exciting picture book pairing and the uplifting tale of a
lively young goose finding her place in the world as summer fades to autumn a lively young goose feels a change in
the air and senses she has something important to do but what the beavers are chopping wood the squirrels are
storing nuts in the ground and the bears are busy building a den the plucky little goose tries to join in but without
great success she realizes her wings weren t built for chopping wood or burying food or building a den but they
were built for something magnificent they were built for flight a beautiful lyrical and hopeful story about finding
your wings and your place in the world written by star picture book author elli woollard with wonderful
illustrations by rising talent briony may smith whose artwork brings an autumnal landscape of mountains and
forests to life with truly breathtaking beauty

Meet the Woodland Folk 1985

the animals of the forest have assembled to discuss what is the most important thing to have a trunk like an
elephant quills like a porcupine or a long neck like a giraffe naturally every animal is convinced that its
particular trait is the most important one and that everyone should have it but when the double pages open to
show all the animals with the quills of a porcupine the long neck of a giraffe or the trunk or the elephant everyone
must agree that the true importance lies precisely in their collective diversity it is that which makes them all
unique and essential to life of the forest the most important thing received a unesco honorable mention for peace
and collaboration an important message of diversity and inclusion delivered in the form of a charming modern fable
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Bear's Big Bottom 2014

peppa and her friends have been invited to the queen s platinum jubilee garden party but when they get there things
start going wrong can peppa save the day this lovely new story will be a royal hit for peppa fans of all ages it s
a perfect storybook to share at home in celebration of the queen s platinum jubilee

The Gruffalo 2016

peter fortune is a boy who likes to daydream he dreams about swapping bodies with his cat and with his baby cousin
but he gets so lost he s unsure where one fantasy finishes and the next begins cartwheeling through these
transformations peter eventually finds himself in an adult body experiencing the adventure of falling in love as far
fetched and funny as anything by roald dahl vogue perfectly judged scary poignant meaningful he makes it look easy
but this is brilliantly achieved guardian

The Colour Monster Goes to School 2020-10-26

26 fabulously cute tiny amigurumi animals to crochet and hang on keyrings bags and phones from the jungle to the
forest to the farm to your home abbondio s crochet book has crafters need for cute crochet animals covered a
must have for all library craft collections booklist delight your friends and family with these wonderfully cute
tiny crocheted animals great for using up small amounts of yarn in your stash there are 26 projects to choose
from and all you need is a crochet hook and some yarn make a pet such as a dog cat or rabbit go for a farmyard
animal such as a pig cow or horse or explore the wild side and make a tiger lion elephant or monkey quick and easy
to make there is a short techniques section to set you on your way then you can start making the whole set these
mini makes are perfect to hang on key rings baby buggies watches or as bag charms which one will you make first

The Children on Troublemaker Street 2001

lola the sheep has the most extraordinary wool it s soft and silky and is her pride and joy but down on the farm
when the sun comes out the wool comes off poor lola is so upset by her haircut that she runs away to the far
side of the farm where she sits all alone waiting for it to grow back and when it does it s no longer silky it s
completely wild but with it comes a wonderful surprise thanks to a tiny chick this self obsessed sheep learns an
important life lesson that great friendships are more important than simply having great hair the sheep who hatched
an egg is a funny thoughtful springtime story from award winning gemma merino author of the bestselling the
crocodile who didn t like water and the cow who climbed a tree

Misty Circus 2013

warm vibrant illustrations combine with the steady reassurance i ll take care of you to introduce children to the
cycles of nature and the gift of nurturing a helpless tiny seed finds itself lost in the world but with care from the
sky earth and sun it grows up to be a beautiful apple tree when the tree meets a bird in need of help it offers its
branches as shelter and shows little readers the magic of being cared for and taking care this comforting tale
celebrates the harmonious relationship between birds and trees reveals the quiet wonder of our ecosystems and
helps little readers appreciate the care they receive from their family and friends every day in return children will
learn that they can care for others too and cultivate empathy and kindness with brightly beautiful illustrations
and a timely message of love and community i ll take care of you offers families a go to soothing story for bedtime
and tough days

Little Goose's Autumn 2020-09-03

L'altrove Negli Occhi Delle Donne 2010

Try and Say Abracadabra! 2018-02

The Most Important Thing 2022-03-15

Peppa Pig: Peppa's Royal Party 2022-01-06

The Daydreamer 2023-08-03
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The Dream Gardener. Ediz. a Colori 2019

Mini Amigurumi Animals 2020-12-08

The Sheep Who Hatched an Egg 2017-03-23

I'll Take Care of You 2022-04-12
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